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Managing Sport Events T. Christopher Greenwell 2019-06-28
Running a successful sporting event—whether it’s a local event,
state championship, or international competition—requires the
knowledge and skills to plan, organize, promote, lead, and
communicate effectively. Managing Sport Events, Second Edition
With Web Resource, will prepare readers to manage events with
ease, guiding them through the entire process, from event
conception to postevent evaluation. Merging research findings
with best practices, Managing Sport Events, Second Edition,
presents the key principles of event management to prepare
students to enter the field with the skills needed to immediately
engage in event production and evaluation. With updated
references throughout, the second edition emphasizes practical

application by offering plenty of contemporary examples and
learning opportunities for students: New industry profiles at the
beginning of each chapter showcase professionals putting theory
into practice Added sections address emerging trends and topics,
such as sustainability and event security Examples show how
new technologies can be utilized for event management and
event presentation Scenarios highlighting recreational and
community events better represent smaller-scale events such as
a local 5K run or a youth basketball tournament Case studies and
learning activities at the end of each chapter allow students to put
theory into practice A new web resource offers mini case studies
with multiple-choice questions that provide immediate feedback
to help students gauge their comprehension Managing Sport
Events, Second Edition, leads students through the reality of
what it takes to conduct a successful event. Starting with event
conception and development, the text then addresses key
planning areas, including staffing, budgeting, marketing,
promotion, sponsorship, and legal and risk management. It then
moves into key operational areas such as services, logistics, and
on-site management, and it concludes the process with
postevent duties and considerations. Managing Sport Events,
Second Edition, integrates the traditional business segments of
sport management with the unique requirements of event
management. This guide is an essential resource for current and
future professionals working in parks and recreation, tourism and
hospitality, and sports at all levels—youth, high school, college,
amateur, minor league, professional, and international
competition.
The Circular Economy Handbook Peter Lacy 2019-12-31 Can we
align global production and consumption systems with
sustainability? Can business growth actually lead to a healthier
planet? Can companies innovate through the circular economy to
create competitive advantage and genuine impact? Waste to
Wealth proved that the emerging circular economy advantage
exists – now Lacy, Long and Spindler show you how to realize it

at speed and scale in The Circular Economy Handbook. We
stand at a crossroads, with rising geopolitical and geo-economic
tensions, massive technological change and a host of social and
environmental challenges. We are pushing planetary boundaries
to their limits, with climate change and threats to biodiversity and
oceans as just a few examples. Significant impacts are already
being felt, and both people and planet face potentially
catastrophic and irreversible consequences if we don’t urgently
change our global model and systems. Our current linear “take,
make, waste” models of production and consumption will not be
sustainable in a world of some 9 billion people by 2050,
especially with ever-expanding rates of consumption. Thriving
within these dynamics demands more than incremental
adjustments to business-as-usual. The circular economy offers a
powerful means to decouple growth from use of scarce and
harmful resources, enabling greater production and consumption
with fewer negative environmental impacts—at the same time,
making companies more innovative and competitive. In fact, this
book shows that $4.5 trillion in economic value is at stake.
Delivering on the promise of a circular economy demands impact
and scale, extending through value chains and, ultimately,
disrupting the entire economic system. In The Circular Economy
Handbook, the authors illuminate the path from insight to action,
from linear to circular. With case studies, advice and practical
guidance, they show leaders how to pivot towards a holistic
circular organization, embedding circularity internally and
delivering broad-based system change. With unique insights
across business models, technologies, and industries – featuring
stories and real-world examples from circular pioneers – this
book is the essential guide to help companies become leaders in
the movement to secure the circular economy advantage.
Trump’s World John Davis 2019-08-07 Trump’s World:Peril and
Opportunity in US Foreign Policy after Obama examines how
Trump’s America First policy contributes to counter-US hysteria
that could lead to a new wave of anti-Americanism around the

world.
The Rise of Right-Populism Bligh Grant 2018-09-28 This book is
framed by four over-arching narratives of inquiry. While all four
are firmly anchored in Australia’s political milieu – and as such
are of considerable interest to a range of actors therein (scholars
and students, the media, the political class) – they will also be of
interest to a global audience. First, ideation. More specifically,
what is the nature of populist politics in Australia, why does it
consistently resonate with particular electoral demographics,
what is the basis of its appeal over and above electoral cycles,
and how should we position it in relation to more familiar
concepts such as democracy, nationalism and progressiveconservative politics? Second, election. Despite the disparaging
tone that the mainstream media can sometimes adopt when
discussing electoral outcomes for right-populism and Hanson in
particular, why does right-populism consistently resonate with
particular electoral demographics, characterized by various
criteria – geographic, social class, gender? How does populism
play out in electoral cycles, and how do mainstream political
parties capitalize on it for political gain? Third, policy and politics.
Much to the disappointment of many, right-populism in Australia
generally and PHONP in particular has been influential in policy
formulation across a range of domains. These include Indigenous
policy and reconciliation, immigration and international relations,
industry policy, and the politics of gender. Taking a broader
perspective, how does the resurgence of right-populism in
Australia today differ from two decades ago, and is the polity,
generally speaking, shifting to the right? Fourth, Australia’s rightpopulism from a comparative international perspective. More
specifically, what are the similarities and differences between
right-populism in Australia on the one hand and in Europe and
the US on the other, and are we justified in concluding, however
tentatively, that the rise of right-populism is similar across these
polities?
Examining Student Retention and Engagement Strategies at
Historically Black Colleges and Universities

Hinton, Samuel L. 2018-12-04 As higher educational learning
enters a new age, Historically Black Colleges and Universities
(HBCUs) are seeking innovative ways to establish strategies to
compete with other academic institutions. As establishments that
have played a pivotal role in transforming the landscape of higher
education, HBCUs are facing rapid transformation and various
obstacles leading to questions regarding to the cost, quality, and
sustainability of these institutions. Examining Student Retention
and Engagement Strategies at Historically Black Colleges and
Universities is a pivotal reference source that provides vital
research on the role of HBCUs in today’s higher education and
the various research methods addressing student retention rates,
success levels, and engagement. While highlighting topics such
as enrollment management, student engagement, and online
learning, this publication explores successful engagement
strategies that promote educational quality and equality, as well
as the methods of social integration and involvement for
students. This book is ideally designed for researchers,
academicians, scholars, educational administrators,
policymakers, graduate students, and curriculum designers.
The Trumping of America Pamela Hines 2018-08 Trump alone is
not to blame... How does it reflect on North American societal
values when wealth trumps humanity, selfish individualism
trumps compassion, the need to be entertained and to win
trumps the truth, and racism and misogyny are rewarded with the
most powerful position in the world? The political rise of Donald
Trump, from the cutthroat Republican primary process to his
move to the White House, has ushered in a new age of politics in
the United States. This is a comprehensive analysis of the events
surrounding the 2016 presidential election and the
unprecedented first year of Donald Trump’s presidency. Pamela
Hines highlights the growing distortion of American democracy,
which threatens political systems around the world. As a
Canadian living just across the border, Hines provides a unique
perspective on the international impact of the election; explores

the roles of religion, racism, nationalism, and gender bias; and
critiques the media and its reckless coverage of Trump’s
ascension. The Trump presidency is a wake-up call to citizens of
the free world. Democracy is at risk, yet power remains in the
hands of the people. This assault on democracy can be curtailed
only if voters make informed decisions and understand the
consequences of their choices—while they still have the right to
choose.
Alt-Right Mike Wendling 2018-04-03T00:00:00Z This book is a
vital guide to understanding the racist, misogynist, far-right
movement that rose to prominence during Donald Trump’s
successful election campaign. To some, the movement appears
to have burst out of nowhere, but journalist Mike Wendling has
been tracking the Alt-Right for years. He reveals the role of
technological utopians, reactionary philosophers, the notorious
4chan bulletin boards, and a range of bloggers, vloggers and
tweeters, and the extreme ideas they attempt to popularize.
Analyzing what the Alt-Right stands for, based upon interviews
with movement leaders and foot soldiers, Wendling provides
evidence linking extremists with terror attacks and hate crimes.
Ultimately the book argues that, despite its high profile support,
the movement’s contradictory tendencies will lead to its downfall.
Assaulted III Zarra, PhD Ernest J. 2018-06-01 The problems that
are the focus of this book are the causes and outbreaks of
violence, particularly against teachers, but they also include
teachers assaulting students.
The World Almanac of Islamism 2021 Ilan Berman 2021-11-15
Now in its fifth edition, The World Almanac of Islamism is the first
comprehensive reference work to detail the current activities of
radical Islamist movements worldwide. The contributions, written
by subject expert, provide up-to-date assessments on the
contemporary Islamist threat in all countries and regions where it
exists.
Prosperity Jane Golley 2018-04-09 A ‘moderately prosperous
society’ with no Chinese individual left behind—that’s the vision

for China set out by Chinese President Xi Jinping in a number of
important speeches in 2017. ‘Moderate’ prosperity may seem like
a modest goal for a country with more billionaires (609 at last
count) than the US. But the ‘China Story’ is a complex one. The
China Story Yearbook 2017: Prosperity surveys the important
events, pronouncements, and personalitites that defined 2017. It
also presents a range of perspectives, from the global to the
individual, the official to the unofficial, from mainland China to
Hong Kong and Taiwan. Together, the stories present a richly
textured portrait of a nation that in just forty years has lifted itself
from universal poverty to (unequally distributed) wealth, changing
itself and the world in the process.
The Alphabet Bomber Jeffrey D. Simon 2019-03 On August 6,
1974, a bomb exploded at Los Angeles International Airport,
killing three people and injuring thirty-five others. It was the first
time an airport had been bombed anywhere in the world. A few
days later, police recovered a cassette tape containing a chilling
message: “This first bomb was marked with the letter A, which
stands for Airport,” said a voice. “The second bomb will be
associated with the letter L, the third with the letter I, etc., until
our name has been written on the face of this nation in blood.” In
The Alphabet Bomber: A Lone Wolf Terrorist Ahead of His Time,
internationally renowned terrorism expert Jeffrey D. Simon tells
the gripping tale of Muharem Kurbegovic, a bright but emotionally
disturbed Yugoslav immigrant who single-handedly brought Los
Angeles to a standstill during the summer of 1974. He had
conjured up the fictitious group “Aliens of America,” but it was
soon discovered that he acted alone in a one-man war against
government and society. The story of the Alphabet Bomber is
about an extraordinary manhunt to find an elusive killer, a
dogged prosecutor determined to bring him to justice, a
pioneering female judge, and a devious mastermind whose
heinous crimes foreshadowed the ominous threats we face today
from lone wolf terrorists.
New Media Spectacles and Multimodal Creativity in a Globalised
Asia

Sunny Sui-kwong Lam 2020-11-20 This edited volume aims to
unpack the digitisation of art and media within the dynamics of
participatory culture, and how these changes affect the power
relations between the production and consumption of these new
forms in a globalised Asia. This follows the rise of new art forms
and social media platforms in wake of rapid and ongoing
digitisation, which has, in turn, produced far-reaching implications
for changing media ownership and its role in social, cultural,
economic, as well as political activities. New challenges arise
every day in relation to digital art and design practices and social
media communications, and their respective impact on identity
politics. This book showcases a diverse range of interdisciplinary
research on these concomitant changes and challenges
associated with digital media and technologies within the context
of a globalised Asia. The case studies included present
perspectives on Asia’s evolving digital humanities landscape from
Hong Kong, China, India, Korea and from across Southeast Asia,
with topics that tackle organisational digital marketing, brand
advertising and design, mobile gaming, interactive art, and the
cultural activities of ethnic and sexual minority communities in the
region. This book will of interest to scholars in digital humanities
focused on new media and cultural studies.
MKTG Charles W. Lamb 2020-04-20 MKTG from 4LTR Press
connects students to the principles of marketing—bringing them
to life through timely examples showing how they’re applied at
the world’s top companies every day. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product
text may not be available in the ebook version.
Preventing Domestic Homicides Peter Jaffe 2020-04-14
Preventing Domestic Homicides: Lessons Learned from
Tragedies focuses on the diverse nature of domestic homicides
and what has been learned about the most effective prevention
strategies from emerging research and the work of domestic
violence death review committees in Canada, the US, the UK, NZ
and AU. Each chapter focuses on different populations-

specifically older women, youth dating relationships, indigenous
women, immigrant and refugee populations, rural/remote
communities, same-sex relationships, homicides with police &
military, domestic homicide in the workplace, and children killed
in the context of domestic violence. Topics cover current
research, risk factors, and include case studies from domestic
homicide review committees. Cases are summarized regarding
major themes and recommendations, such as public awareness,
professional training, risk assessment, intervention and
collaboration amongst service systems. Written for academic and
domestic violence researchers in sociology, criminology,
psychology and psychiatry by global contributors with on-theground domestic homicide experience. Focuses on the diverse
nature of domestic homicides from emerging research around the
world Includes coverage on marginalized populations, children
witnessing intimate partner violence, elder abuse, LGBTQ abuse
and intimate partner violence, to name a few Includes actual
global case studies written by contributors with on-the-ground
case review experience
Understanding Human Information Behavior Beth St. Jean 202103-30 This introductory textbook for undergraduate students in
information science, information studies, computer science, and
related disciplines provides an applied grounding in information
behavior. The book positions information behavior as a
foundational element undergirding all of the information and
computer science disciplines and professions
Applied Paramedic Law, Ethics and Professionalism Ruth
Townsend 2019-08-01 Applied Paramedic Law, Ethics and
Professionalism brings together the legal and ethical principles
relevant to paramedic profession in the Australian and New
Zealand contexts. Written by Ruth Townsend and Morgan Luck,
the text explores and explains the practical application of these
principles through the use of case studies and paramedic-specific
scenarios. An indispensable guide for student paramedics, and
those already in the profession, the text helps to develop an

awareness of the legal and ethical principles that guide
professional practice. By engaging with the text, readers develop
an understanding of the implications of their decisions and
actions in a range of situations, as well as an understanding of
their professional responsibilities. Additional case studies and
short answer questions to support further learning Additional
resources on Evolve eBook on VitalSource Student and
instructor resources Multiple choice questions Case studies
Instructor resources PowerPoints Short answer questions Essay
questions Thoroughly revised content to reflect updated national
standards for education and practice, the national Code of
Conduct and guidelines set by the Paramedic Board of Australia
New chapters on privacy, employment law and research An
eBook included in all print purchases
The World Almanac of Islamism 2019 American Foreign Policy
Council 2019-04-30 Now in its fourth edition, The World Almanac
of Islamism is the first comprehensive reference work to detail the
current activities of radical Islamist movements worldwide. The
contributions, written by subject expert, provide up-to-date
assessments on the contemporary Islamist threat in all countries
and regions where it exists.
Handbook on the United States in Asia Andrew T.H. Tan 201809-28 The centre of gravity in today’s global economy arguably
now resides in Asia. As a result of this, the maintenance of
geopolitical and economic security in Asia has become pivotal to
global stability. This indispensable Handbook examines the
crucial and multifaceted role of the United States as a force in the
region that has been, and continues to be, necessary for the
continuation of Asian prosperity.
The Myth of Capitalism Jonathan Tepper 2018-11-29 The Myth of
Capitalism tells the story of how America has gone from an open,
competitive marketplace to an economy where a few very
powerful companies dominate key industries that affect our daily
lives. Digital monopolies like Google, Facebook and Amazon act
as gatekeepers to the digital world. Amazon is capturing almost

all online shopping dollars. We have the illusion of choice, but for
most critical decisions, we have only one or two companies,
when it comes to high speed Internet, health insurance, medical
care, mortgage title insurance, social networks, Internet
searches, or even consumer goods like toothpaste. Every day,
the average American transfers a little of their pay check to
monopolists and oligopolists. The solution is vigorous anti-trust
enforcement to return America to a period where competition
created higher economic growth, more jobs, higher wages and a
level playing field for all. The Myth of Capitalism is the story of
industrial concentration, but it matters to everyone, because the
stakes could not be higher. It tackles the big questions of: why is
the US becoming a more unequal society, why is economic
growth anemic despite trillions of dollars of federal debt and
money printing, why the number of start-ups has declined, and
why are workers losing out.
The Shifting Global Economic Architecture Jonathan Luckhurst
2017-10-05 This book analyzes the shifting global economic
architecture, indicating the decentralizing authority in global
economic governance since the Cold War and, especially,
following the 2008-09 global financial crisis. The author examines
recent adjustments to the organizational framework, contestation
of policy principles, norms, and practices, and destabilizing actor
hierarchies, particularly in global macroeconomic, trade, and
development governance. The study's ‘analytical eclecticism’
includes a core constructivist IR approach, but also incorporates
insights from several international relations theories as well as
political and economic theory. The book develops a unique
‘analytical matrix’, which analyzes effects of strategic, political,
and cognitive authority in the organizational, policy, and actor
contexts of the global economic architecture. It concludes that,
despite concerns about potential fragmentation, decentralizing
authority has increased the integration of leading developing
states and new actors in contemporary global economic

governance.
Advances in Electromechanical Technologies V. C. Pandey 202009-24 This book comprises select peer-reviewed papers from the
International Conference on Emerging Trends in
Electromechanical Technologies & Management (TEMT) 2019.
The focus is on current research in interdisciplinary areas of
mechanical, electrical, electronics and information technologies,
and their management from design to market. The book covers a
wide range of topics such as computer integrated manufacturing,
additive manufacturing, materials science and engineering,
simulation and modelling, finite element analysis, operations and
supply chain management, decision sciences, business analytics,
project management, and sustainable freight transportation. The
book will be of interest to researchers and practitioners of various
disciplines, in particular mechanical and industrial engineering.
The Power of Names in Identity and Oppression Robin PhelpsWard 2022-11-18 Stories and personal narratives are powerful
tools for engaging in self-reflection and application of critical
theory in higher educational contexts. This edited text centers
"name stories" as a vehicle to promote readers’ understanding of
social identity, oppression, and intersectionality in a variety of
educational contexts from residence halls and classrooms to
faculty development workshops and executive leadership board
rooms. The contributors in this volume reveal how names may
serve as entry points through which to foster learning and
facilitate conversations about identity, power, privilege, and
systems of oppression. Through an intersectional perspective,
chapter authors reveal interlocking systems of oppression in
education while also providing recommendations, lessons
learned, reflection questions, and calls to action for those working
to transform and advance equity-minded campus climates. This
unique volume is for educators at colleges and universities doing
equity work, seeking ways to initiate, facilitate, and maintain rich
conversations about identity.
Homeschooling Black Children in the U.S. Khadijah Ali-Coleman

2022-01-01 In 2021, the United States Census Bureau reported
that in 2020, during the rise of the global health pandemic COVID19, homeschooling among Black families increased five-fold.
However, Black families had begun choosing to homeschool
even before COVID-19 led to school closures and disrupted
traditional school spaces. Homeschooling Black Children in the
US: Theory, Practice and Popular Culture offers an insightful look
at the growing practice of homeschooling by Black families
through this timely collection of articles by education
practitioners, researchers, homeschooling parents and
homeschooled children. Homeschooling Black Children in the
US: Theory, Practice and Popular Culture honestly presents how
systemic racism and other factors influence the decision of Black
families to homeschool. In addition, the book chapters illustrate in
different ways how self-determination manifests within the
homeschooling practice. Researchers Khadijah Ali-Coleman and
Cheryl Fields-Smith have edited a compilation of work that
explores the varied experiences of parents homeschooling Black
children before, during and after COVID-19. From veteran
homeschooling parents sharing their practice to researchers
reporting their data collected pre-COVID, this anthology of work
presents an overview that gives substantive insight into what the
practice of homeschooling looks like for many Black families in
the United States.
Shaping the Future of Power Lina Benabdallah 2020 "China's
rise to power has become one of the most discussed questions in
both International Relations Theory (IRT) and Foreign Policy
circles. Although power has been a core concept of IRT for a
long time, the faces and mechanisms of power as it relates to
Chinese foreign policy making has reinvigorated and changed
the contours of that debate. With the rise of China and other
powers across the global political arena comes a new visibility for
different kinds of encounters between states, particularly
between China and other Global South states. These encounters
are made more visible to IR scholars now because of the

increasing influence and impact that rising powers are making in
the international system. This book shows foreign policy
encounters between rising powers and Global South states do
not necessarily exhibit the same logics, behaviors, or investment
strategies of Euro-American hegemons. Instead, they have
distinctive features that require new theoretical frameworks for
their analysis. Shaping the Future of Power probes the type of
power mechanisms that build, diffuse, and project China's power
in Africa. It is necessary to take into account the processes of
knowledge production, social capital formation, and skills
transfers in Chinese foreign policy toward African states to fully
understand China's power building mechanisms. These elements
are crucial for the relational power framework to capture both the
material aspects and ideational people-centered aspects to
power. By examining China's investments in human resource
development programs for Africa, the book examines a vital, yet
undertheorized, aspect of China's foreign policy making"-Global Jihadist Terrorism Paul Burke 2021-04-30 This insightful
book provides a unified repository of information on jihadist
terrorism. Offering an integrated treatment of terrorist groups,
zones of armed conflict and counter-terrorism responses from
liberal democratic states, it presents fresh empirical perspectives
on the origins and progression of conflict, and contemporary
global measures to combat terrorist activity.
Managers and the Legal Environment: Strategies for Business
Constance E. Bagley 2018-01-01 With new cases and examples
from headlines, MANAGERS AND THE LEGAL ENVIRONMENT:
STRATEGIES FOR BUSINESS, 9E equips readers with the legal
knowledge and risk management techniques for success as a
business manager. Cutting-edge coverage and a strategic
approach teach how to enhance realizable value, redeploy
resources, and manage legal and business risk. Up-to-date
coverage addresses the rights of workers at firms, like Uber, in
the gig economy; the right of employers to restrict employees’
social media; ethics of compensating workers who are tipped; law

to protect children’s safety on the Internet; Fourth Amendment
concerns in searches of cell location; rules governing
crowdfunding; and the ramifications of the EU’s “right to be
forgotten.” Readers learn to use legal tools to create value, attain
business objectives, resolve legal issues, and handle legal
disputes. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
FCC Record United States. Federal Communications
Commission 2017
DAYS of TRUMP: The Definitive Chronology of the 45th
President of the United States Tim Devine 2022-01-22 With over
400 photos, documents and interactive links, DAYS of TRUMP:
The Definitive Chronology of the 45th President of the United
States may be the most comprehensive resource for political
historians and lay people alike digging even deeper into the
whirlwind days of the Trump presidency than any book released
to date. Days of Trump is a chronological, collected look back at
all the significant (and even secondary) events and headlines of
the Trump era that for the first time puts it all together in one
place, giving the reader and historians the chance to better see
how these myriad events all fit into place and where we are left
as a nation.
Three Revolutions: Mobilization and Change in Contemporary
Ukraine I Pawel Mink, Georges Reichardt, Iwona Kowal 2019-1031 Volume One of Three Revolutions presents the overall
research and discussions on topics related to the revolutionary
events that have unfolded in Ukraine since 1990. The three
revolutions referred to in this project include: the Revolution on
Granite (1990); the Orange Revolution (2004–2005); and the
Euromaidan Revolution (2013–2014). The project’s overall goal
was to determine the extent to which we have the right to use the
term “revolution” in relation to these events. Moreover, the
research also uncovered the methodological problems
associated with this task. Lastly, the project investigated to what

extent the three revolutions are connected to each other and to
what extent they are detached. Hence, the research in this
volume not only discusses the theoretical aspects but also
provides new analyses on such issues as religion, memory, and
identity in Ukraine.
Intercultural Communication Elizabeth Suen 2019-11-06 This text
is a practical guide that provides readers with effective
approaches to communication theories and strategies and offers
a wealth of tools for enhancing communication both in Canada
and abroad. Informed by the authors’ intersection of cultural
identities and lived experiences, Intercultural Communication
demonstrates how communicative practices are established and
influenced within societal realms. Readers’ understanding of
culture is widened beyond discussions of race and ethnicity by
critically examining factors like age, familial roles, sex, gender,
socioeconomic status, and disability. Guided through real and
complex scenarios, this text explores how different social and
cultural practices present implications for communication,
demonstrating how to manage conversations in appropriate and
meaningful ways. Key topics include verbal and non-verbal
communication, cultural values, self-awareness, and digital
communications. Case studies, practical activities, and thoughtprovoking questions accompany each chapter, helping students
to explore their own attitudes and actions through self-reflection.
This invaluable and comprehensive guide is ideal for students
enrolled in intercultural communication and cross-cultural
communication courses, including studies in business, education,
social work, health care, and law enforcement.
Diversity Matters Emily Allen Williams 2021-06-29 This
interdisciplinary essay collection explores how the rhetoric of
social justice can become a reality in the United States by
interrogating matters of inclusion, diversity, equity, and access in
a variety of contexts ranging from the Black Lives Matter
movement and children’s literature to the contemporary

workplace and university.
Rethinking College Student Development Theory Using Critical
Frameworks Elisa S. Abes 2019-08-13 A major new contribution
to college student development theory, this book brings “third
wave” theories to bear on this vitally important topic. The book
has three sections: The first briefly introduces the third wave
theories that have recently expanded the frame of the topic; the
second uses those theories to focus on specific aspects of
student development; and the third brings it all together with a
few chapters that look at the implications for practice. The first
section includes a chapter that provides an overview of the
evolution of student development theories as well as chapters
describing the critical and poststructural theories most relevant to
the next iteration of student development theory. These theories
include critical race theory, queer theory, feminist theories,
intersectionality, decolonizing/indigenous theories, and crip
theories. These chapters also include a discussion of how each
theory is relevant to the central questions of student development
theory. The second section provides critical interpretations of the
primary constructs associated with student development theory.
These constructs and their related ideas include resilience,
dissonance, socially constructed identities, authenticity, agency,
context, development (consistency/coherence/stability), and
knowledge (sources of truth and belief systems). Each chapter
begins with brief personal narratives on a particular construct; the
chapter authors then re-envision the narrative’s highlighted
construct using one or more critical theories. The third section will
focus on implications for practice. Specifically, these chapters will
consider possibilities for how student development constructs reenvisioned through critical perspectives can be utilized in
practice. The primary audience for the book is faculty members
who teach in graduate programs in higher education and student
affairs and their students. The book will also be useful to
practitioners seeking guidance in working effectively with
students across the convergence of multiple aspects of identity

and development.
What Universities Owe Democracy Ronald J. Daniels 2021-10-05
"This book identifies four distinct functions of American higher
education that colleges and universities have acquired over the
past two hundred years and that are integral to liberal
democracy: social mobility, citizenship education, the discovery
and communication of knowledge, and the cultivation of a
pluralistic society. Each chapter takes up one of these functions
to analyze and assess"-Integrating Pop Culture Into the Academic Library Melissa E.
Johnson 2022 This book explores how pop culture is used in
academic libraries for collections, instruction, and programming.
It also describes the foundational basis for implementing pop
culture and discusses how it promotes conversations between
librarians and the students, making not only the information
relatable, but the library staff, as well.
Building a Winning Team Joseph Jones 2019-11-15 Building a
Winning Team is about the critical need for schools and districts
to promote a positive reputation for the community in which they
serve. There is a growing need to recruit and retain teachers in
the field of education, and this book addresses new ways to
approach what we call “the talent equation.” We provide stories
from real practitioners along with new and innovative ways to
approach vision work, branding, culture, recruitment, human
resources, and more. This book combines the research, theory,
and practical application in both a how-to guide for
implementation and the inspiration needed to grow your team to
be the best that they can be. At the heart of this book is the
notion that great schools consist of great teams that have a
winning mentality. If you’re looking for new ways to tell your
school’s story, develop an award-winning reputation, and recruit
top talent, this book is perfect for you.
Human Trafficking as a New (In)Security Threat El?bieta M.
Go?dziak 2021-01-05 This book challenges the rhetoric linking
‘war on terror’ with ‘war on human trafficking’ by juxtaposing lived

experiences of survivors of trafficking, refugees, and labor
migrants with macro-level security concerns. Drawing on
research in the United States and in Europe, Go?dziak shows
how human trafficking has replaced migration in public narratives,
policy responses, and practice with migrants and analyzes lived
experiences of (in)security of trafficked victims, irregular
migrants, and asylum seekers. .
Undoing the Knots Maureen O'Connell 2022-01-25 A personal
and historical examination of white Catholic anti-Blackness in the
US told through 5 generations of one family, and a call for
meaningful racial healing and justice within Catholicism
Excavating her Catholic family’s entanglements with race and
racism from the time they immigrated to America to the present,
Maureen O’Connell traces, by implication, how the larger Catholic
population became white and why, despite the tenets of their
faith, so many white Catholics have lukewarm commitments to
racial justice. O’Connell was raised by devoutly Catholic parents
with a clear moral and civic guiding principle: those to whom
much is given, much is expected. She became a theologian
steeped in social ethics, engaged in critical race theory, and
trained in the fundamentals of anti-racism. And still she found
herself failing to see how her well-meaning actions affected the
Black members of her congregations. It seemed that whenever
she tried to undo the knots of racism, she only ended up getting
more tangled in them. Undoing the Knots weaves together
narrative history, theology, and critical race theory to begin
undoing these knots: to move away from doing good and giving
back and toward dismantling the white Catholic identity and the
economic and social structures it has erected and maintained.
A Machine Learning Based Model of Boko Haram V. S.
Subrahmanian 2020-12-11 This is the first study of Boko Haram
that brings advanced data-driven, machine learning models to
both learn models capable of predicting a wide range of attacks
carried out by Boko Haram, as well as develop data-driven
policies to shape Boko Haram’s behavior and reduce attacks by

them. This book also identifies conditions that predict sexual
violence, suicide bombings and attempted bombings, abduction,
arson, looting, and targeting of government officials and security
installations. After reducing Boko Haram’s history to a
spreadsheet containing monthly information about different types
of attacks and different circumstances prevailing over a 9 year
period, this book introduces Temporal Probabilistic (TP) rules that
can be automatically learned from data and are easy to explain to
policy makers and security experts. This book additionally reports
on over 1 year of forecasts made using the model in order to
validate predictive accuracy. It also introduces a policy
computation method to rein in Boko Haram’s attacks. Applied
machine learning researchers, machine learning experts and
predictive modeling experts agree that this book is a valuable
learning asset. Counter-terrorism experts, national and
international security experts, public policy experts and Africa
experts will also agree this book is a valuable learning tool.
The Despot's Apprentice Brian Klaas 2017-12-07 An ex-US
campaign advisor who has sat with the world's dictators explains
Donald Trump's increasingly authoritarian tactics and the threat
they pose to American democracy.
The Future of Catholic Higher Education James L. Heft 2021
"After many years of scholarship, administrative experience and
leadership in Catholic higher education, James Heft has written a
book that draws upon many academic disciplines to paint a
picture of the past, the current situation (challenges, strengths
and weaknesses) of Catholic universities, and after identifying its
foundational pillars, points the way to a future that is open to
modern culture without capitulating to it, embraces Catholic
intellectual traditions without fossilizing them, and presents a
vision of its relationship to the hierarchy that is respectful,
independent, faithful and dynamic"--
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